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About This Content

This pack adds four new characters to the roster:

Showtime, Cannon Fyodor, Diamond Diva and Dashwell!

Each character has its own unique animations and come in four different colours. Let's meet the cast!
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What's the point of being the fastest if you don't look good? With Showtime, it's all about style. Always looking for new tricks to
show off to his fans around the world, Showtime is the perfect combination of speed and entertainment. It's Showtime!
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Huzzaa! Showtime's partner and lifelong sidekick Cannon Fyodor might be a little crazy, but when it comes to speedrunning,
there's noone like him. After getting bored of being a human cannonball (because only Fyodor would find getting shot out of a

cannon at 300mph boring), he decided to come to New Rush City and take on these so-called 'speedy' runners to show them
what fast really is!

Diamond Diva grew up in the spotlights, as part of the reality show 'Running with the Speedertons'. After leaving the show she
became a social media celebrity, gaining millions of followers on Boostagram, making her the most well-known Speedrunner in

New Rush City. But is she the fastest as well? She's got a lot to prove, but with her confidence and swagger, there's no doubt
she'll be a fierce contender. #winning!
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With a sense of humour as dry as his Martinis, Dashwell quickly became a fan-favourite on 'Running with the Speedertons'. But
when Diamond Diva left, this loyal butler decided it was time for him to leave the show as well and follow her into her new

adventure in New Rush City. Always there with a drink and a quip, Dashwell can run a household like no other.

While this DLC pack is released alongside the Civil Dispute! Teamplay update, it's entirely optional.
You can enjoy all the new teamplay features for free! These skins are purely cosmetic additions that do not affect gameplay.
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Loved 3 out of 4 characters, the Cannone Fyodor looks ehh at best, really like the butler, has a nice taunt and duble jump
animation, the others just look nice and cool so no complaints. I literally hopped in game for not even 5 minutes then tried to
find a way to refund this dlc. The Dev's went on to completely "abandon" this game for almost a year when it was at it's peak to
work on other games just to come back with a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 color schemed character pack which is
paid dlc. The youtuber character packs are better than this.

What do you get in this pack?

The show guy, idk his name because i didn't touch him - A guy for toxic d**** who like to flex their ego through a character
ripped straight out of a parody movie, who has\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665color schemed skins such as Pink hair,
white skin, red glasses, black and red coat, which a blue outline.

The "Pirate" With a weird\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665name - Literally a missed opportunity, could have made his a
straight up pirate with an eye patch, big\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665beard and an actual pirate hat but instead they put a
wonky\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665bullet hat that makes him look like the thumbs from sky kids. I mean, we already have
a shark so just why?

The butler guy - Probably the best imo but that's not saying much because he's the most bland character in the pack. The only
reason why i say this is because most of his color schemes are the exact same as the diamond
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, meaning they're simple, unlike the eye\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the
previous 2 characters were.

The black chick aka #win - She was apparently a rich chick who pays the butler but we don't give
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665about lore just bring back the single player time trials and lever maker for them
back. Has the same color schemes as the butler, and if she didn't have the
stupid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665#win\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i'd actually like her.

Tldr: Don't buy this pack unless you are literally a masochist who likes his eyes being destroyed and cry at the thought that this
is the best we get as a community. But hey it's speedrunners and most of us who still play have wasted a couple years of our lives
on it so we might aswell waste even more.. Well they dont exactly come with "unique animations" they pretty much use other
characters animations except for Dashwell's and Showtime's. As for taunts, I thought there was a bug and you couldn't see them,
but all you have to do is hold down the Taunt button now, they all have their unique taunts. Good looking characters either way.
Just dont get it if you're expecting new animations for all 4 DLC Characters, Diva's animations are basically Speedrunner's and
Cannon's are Neko's (unsure if they'll actually put in new ones for them).
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